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Abstract 
 
Every product developing industry is aiming for to reduce its “time-to-market” and 
thereby a way to reduce time and cost. One approach to do so is to avoid recurrence in a 
process. 
 
Knowledge Based Engineering allows capturing and structuring of a design and its design 
process. KBE allows the designer to automate the routine work, which gives the designer 
more time for creative work, which is the fuel of innovation. Energies can be applied for 
developing higher-difficulty products, requirements analysis, value identification and 
product scenarios. 
 
A Saab car contain of a number of similar components, brackets for example, for the 
fastening of the vehicle horn and circuit breakers. Therefore, a potential exist for the 
supporting of design and analysis of brackets using a generic product model. Currently 
Saab does not use KBE technology why this Master Thesis work is intended as a means 
to promote an implementation.   
 
The modeling and programming of the bracket and the user interface was done with 
Knowledge Fusion in UGNX v2. 
 
The car brackets are manufactured through bending and embossing operations and using 
KBE manufacturing best practice can be coupled to the geometry model and therefore 
enhance design for manufacturing. This may reduce the cost as the design can be 
assessed while designing and therefore adapted for manufacturing. By using KBE the 
experience will stay within the company and it will make the work easier for the future.  
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Nomenclature 
 
KF   Knowledge Fusion 
 
KBE   Knowledge Based Engineering 
 
NX  UGS CAD system 
 
CAD  Computer Aided Design 
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1 Introduction 
 

1.1 Background 
 
Within the car industry, a CAD-model is created of a part, or the entire car, whereupon 
such things as performance and stiffness can be calculated and then CAD-data can 
directly be transferred for production. 
Since Saab wants to be competitive, they have to be up to date with the latest technology 
in CAD amongst other things, where the use of KBE helps to reduce time to market and 
thereby save money. 
 
An industry needs to reduce its “time-to-market”, costs and at the same time increase the 
quality to be able to compete on the market. A way to reduce time and cost is to avoid 
recurrence in a process. 
For developing a product, six different phases can be applicable [1]: 
 

• Planning, phase 0. 
• Concept development, phase 1. 
• Design on system level, phase 2. 
• Design on detail level, phase 3. 
• Testing and refining, phase 4. 
• Preparation for production, phase 5. 

 
 
It is called phase 0 because this phase is before the actual product development begins, it 
is to determine whether a certain product is needed or not. The aim for this phase is a 
project description that specifies which market that this product should appeal to, projects 
aim and which demarcating that has been done.  
At Saab they plan at early stage for production (Phase 5), things that are decided at this 
phase are: the number of cars that should be produced which leads in to where this 
production site is best suited (Trollhättan or abroad) and also the costs. 
 
At the next phase a concept is being developed on the computer in a scale 1:1. 
Properties that are decided here are for example: placement of the engine, luggage space 
and which size should the engine have. 
 
On system level the products design is defined, for example which chassis should be used 
a brand new one or an existing? How big should the fuel tank be? 
 
At phase 3, the construction is now almost complete.  
Here they make sure that every detail fulfils the demands. 
For example: environmental demands 
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Testing and refining (phase 4) is being done during the whole process and after each 
phase at Saab. Customer requirements can turn into product specifications, for example 
when a customer needs a specific product within a certain amount of time, so the 
company must fulfill the customer demands to be competitive in the market. 
Knowledge Fusion (KF) and Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) is a knowledge 
driven programming in NX that helps the company to restore the knowledge and 
experience of the designer. This will come to use for parts that are constantly recurring so 
that in the future the designers do not have to re-design the part from scratch again. 
This may reduce the cost as the design can be assessed while designing and therefore 
adapted for manufacturing. A simple part was requested for so that it would not be too 
complicated to design and therefore limit this thesis work. Therefore is bracket a good 
example where KF can be suitable for use for design changes, compared with today’s 
design process. Brackets {Figure 1} are common parts in a car. The types of 
requirements and constraints are similar for most of the brackets. 

 
Figure 1: The horn bracket 

 
 
 
 

1.2 Aim 
 
The aim is to develop a computer support for design and analysis of Saab Automobile car 
brackets. The computer support shall have a graphical user interface through which the 
designer can give input which control the generation of brackets on which bending and 
embossing can be evaluated. Desirable is to enable evaluation of stiffness and natural 
frequencies. 

1.3 Work distribution 
 
The Master Thesis work is conducted in collaboration with postgraduate student Marcus 
Sandberg, Luleå University of Technology, who is academic supervisor and has been 
working in the VINNOVA (Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems) funded project 
Design for Fabrication.  
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At the start of the Master Thesis work, Marcus has initiated the work and the following 
activities are estimated to be running:  
 
• Definition of the program code structure 
• The implementation of a basic bracket 
• Implementation of bending and embossing knowledge 
 
The Master Thesis worker can contribute with the following parts of the computer 
support: 
 
• Extension of manufacturability assessment functions 
• Implement more bracket variants 
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2 Approach 
 
This chapter describes the way the thesis aim was approached. The chapter is divided in 5 
parts where the first part describes generally how KBE system can be developed by using 
a method called MOKA. A comparison is made between MOKA and the method that was 
used in the thesis. The second part is about how and why UDFs where used and finally 
how Intent!-programming was implemented. 
In the master thesis work a source text editor (XEmacs) where used to write the .dfa file. 

2.1 MOKA 
When using KBE a pattern {Figure 2} is often used to describe and understand the 
problem clearly, this method is called MOKA [3] (Methodology and tools Oriented to 
Knowledge based engineering Applications). 
 
 

 
 
  

Figure 2: MOKA 
 
 
 

• Before using KBE a designer must first identify a product to see if KBE is at all 
needed. 

• The designer seeks then an approval from the management by examining the 
possible risk concerning technical and cultural matters. 
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• The next step will then be to collect raw knowledge and structure it into “Informal 
Model” by using ICARE forms (Illustration, Constrains, Activity, Rules, and 
Entity forms). 

• Under formalize the “Formal Model” is created from the “Informal Model”. The 
language that is used to model is called MML (MOKA Modeling Language) and 
it’s based on UML (Universal Modeling Language). 

• Now the Formal Model will be implemented to a KBE-system. 
• At last you activate by installation, distribution and support of the KBE-system 

and if more information is needed it will trig the IDENTIFY step. 
 
 

2.2 Procedure  
 
In this thesis an agreement where made between me, my supervisor (Marcus Sandberg 
from LTU) and that KBE should be implemented to sketch the horn bracket, step 1 
(identify) and 2 in MOKA. 
Step 3 was to capture knowledge to this project, where from the help of Patrick Boart 
(Volvo Aero) my supervisor Marcus Sandberg at LTU, the courses that I had taken 
before this thesis and from the literature that I read at the internet. 
There was a continual dialog between me and my supervisors at Saab on how to develop 
the part. 
 

2.3 Intent! 
 
The KBE language that Knowledge Fusion is based on is provided from Heide 
Corporation and it is built on top of Intent! 
Intent! is LISP (List Processing Language) based and it uses AutoCAD as its geometry 
engine [6]. The engineers that already have experience with this language will find 
Knowledge Fusion to be a powerful tool. Intent is a high-level language that is provided 
for the design environment of KBE, when using such language it gets much easier and 
faster to automate product design functions, apply design rules and constrains and to store 
the company’s design experience [3]. 

2.3.1 UDF 
 
UDFs are used at times where KF does not support the current geometry features. With 
the help of UDFs (user defined features), NX enables to interactively capture, store, and 
re-use parts. Designers can begin with any NX parametric solid model and add part 
knowledge in the form of feature variables and relationships between parameters. UDFs 
can be stored in libraries for easy access. To create a new standard part or variant, 
designers can simply drag and drop the feature from a library palette into the design 
window and enter the required parameter values. NX then automatically builds a solid 
model based on the stored definition. After restoring the UDF in a library, an ug_udfs 
class is used to refer to the part. 
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2.4 KBE 
 
The need to storage and transference of CAD designs have made 3D-CAD a must for 
designers. Time is always important when it comes to designing a model and the amount 
of time that is spent is dependent on how complex the model is. To develop a method that 
will save time and money is a challenge for designers. A challenge with KBE is that it 
takes too long to build up a design model and therefore it is not suited for products that 
are not recurring. 

2.4.1 KBE fundamentals 
 
Knowledge based engineering allows capturing and structuring of a design and its design 
process. KBE allows the designer to automate the routine work, which gives the designer 
more time for creative work, which is the fuel of innovation. Energies can be applied for 
developing higher-difficulty products, requirements analysis, value identification and 
product scenarios. IF_rules are often used to implement KBE rules, which mean that if 
the IF_rule is fulfiled through a change of the initial data, the entrance data will be 
changed. 
For example if a wheel diameter is larger then 5, then it should have 12 spokes. 
 
IF Wheel_1_Diameter>5 
THEN Number_of_Spokes= 12  
 
It is a challenge to adapt quickly to design changes. While you are working on a 
component, the entire system can still be in development. Depending on how far along in 
development you are, you may need to do new modeling, new analyses, perhaps even 
physical testing and drawings in the past, this process has taken a few weeks up to a 
month but now with the help of KBE it can be done in a matter of seconds. 
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2.4.1.1 KBE system 

 
Figure 3. The KBE system [6] 

 
In Product model, the knowledge from the process and the product is stored {figure 3}. 
Where the knowledge of how a certain part should be developed is contained. Output can 
vary from drawing, costs and/or reports depending on the customer specifications from 
the input.An external database is used for tabled data [6]. Since the KBE system is using 
object oriented software all the objects belongs to a “class” and the kind of properties that 
these objects have are specified by the class. Depending on how parts are part of each 
other, match is made of sub and super classes. A sub class can inherit the same properties 
as its higher classes. When an almost equal product is developed, it is not necessary to 
define a new class, since properties from the former product can be inherited. Besides the 
benefits of parametric solid modeling, KBE also enables topological functions; features 
can be added, subtracted or changed with one simple mouse click. Thus, a greater number 
of brackets can be created during the same time it took to create one bracket manually 
why more ideas can be evaluated. 
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Figure 4. Relationship between object and class 

 
 

As shown in figure when a change is made in the product the object that is connected to 
the change is re-evaluated so that it can fit the new values. It is called demand driven 
computation. 

2.4.2 Knowledge Fusion 
 
The rule engine in KBE is called Knowledge Fusion and the underlying technology for a 
whole set of so-called “process-wizards” (prepackaged solution templates). By activating 
these, the built-in knowledge gets available; it can be own specified processes or 
processes that are based on methods from experienced users. The template guides the 
user through the process and links complex operations into automatic sequences. The 
idea is that you do not have to be an expert to be able to use the program. 
Knowledge Fusion also provides an easy-to-use visual user interface for capturing and 
changing. In addition to the language itself, Knowledge Fusion provides an easy-to-use 
visual interface for capturing and handling engineering knowledge. Benefits include 
greatly reduced design cycle time, easy-to-understand models, and analysis 
standardization. Knowledge Fusion makes multidisciplinary optimization and 
probabilistic evaluations feasible which results in much more innovative and advanced 
designs. Capabilities such as these can have a profound impact on the competitive nature 
of a business. With reduced design time, you get automatically a financial benefit. 

2.4.3 User Interface styler 
 
With User Interface styler it is possible to design portable NX-style dialogs, it provides to 
interactively create an production-ready dialog through application module, dialog 
builder, objects, libraries and other necessary documents. With a usage of UI styler a 
custom dialog can be created within the steps and with the help of this dialog a 
customized wizard will then fit the process completely. 
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2.5 XEmacs 
 
An open source text editor that was used during this thesis. It is a graphical user interface 
support and software development model which is customizable [4].Before XEmacs 
where applied, “WordPad” was used to write the program. For example if a line is going 
to be drawn one can use following class, that thanks to VAC was pre-defined in XEmacs: 
 
(child) Line: { 
   class; ug_line; 
   Start_Point; Point(0,0,0); 
   End_Point;   Point(1,1,1); 
 
}; 
Where you can either define the lines starting points and ending points or refer to an 
existing line. 
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3 Results 
 
This section presents the support for design and analysis in NX with the help of a user 
interface, where several parameters are changeable for the designer. 

3.1 Methods 
 
Overview how the bracket was developed with knowledge Fusion in NX: 
 

• Create an empty part in NX 
• Modeling the part through programming 

o Each feature is described by parameters  
o The relationships between features are also described parametrically 
o The features are specified with standard values that are modifiable 

• Conditions are set for the part  
o The width of the bracket was set to be between 15 to 20 mm 
o The length of the bracket was set to be between 21 to 33 mm 

• Creation of UI (User Interface) 
• Testing and validation 

 
How to run an existing Knowledge Fusion part in NX. 
 

• Create an empty part in NX 
• If UDFs are used then define the library where it is stored  

o Use NX function: “Tools”  “User defined features “ ”Configure 
library” ”Change”  choose .def file  choose .txt. file 

• Open the part by using NX functions: “Tools” ”Knowledge 
fusion” ”Applications” 

 

3.2 UI-styler 
 
A designer may for example want to change the hole diameter of the lower face and at 
the same time change the width of the bracket, that is possible with the help of the user 
interface and it will update the bracket in a matter of seconds. The user interface consists 
of slide bars and a square where a number can be written to change the width. An interval 
is set for the width between 15 and 20 and if an invalid number is printed, a warning sign 
will appear that will notify the designer the valid interval. 
 
Some examples of parameters in .dfa file that are possible to control in the user interface: 
 
 #Controlling the width of the bracket 
  (Number Parameter Modifiable) l_red_line_2: 18; 
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  (Number) l_red_line_2_Max: 20; 
  (Number) l_red_line_2_Min: 15; 
 
 #Controlling the length of the bracket 
  (Number Parameter Modifiable) Length_second_bending_line: 30; 
  (Number) Length_second_bending_line_Max: 33; 
  (Number) Lengh_second_bending_line_Min: 21; 
 

#Controlling the thickness of the bracket 
   (Number Parameter Modifiable) Sheet_thickness: 1; 
  (Number) Sheet_thickness_Max: 2; 
  (Number) Sheet_thickness_Min: 0.5; 
 
As figure 5 shows, you have an interface which allows the user to make different changes 
and also mesh the bracket. 
 

 
Figure 5: The Bracket and the user interface 
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3.3 UDF 
 
Though some classes, such as “Bridge” and “Thicken_sheet”, were not available in 
Knowledge Fusion, UDFs was used. In two specific cases UDFs where used when KF 
did not support the class geometry, the faces were united through “UDF-Bridge” (figure 6) 
and the brackets thickness (figure 7) through “UDF-thicken sheet”. 
 

 
Figure 6. The red lines showing UDF-bridges uniting the three faces 

 
Figure 7. Creating thicken sheet on the body  

 
When implementing the .dfa file the designer must be aware of in which order to write 
the classes and/or to use demandorder or else the geometry will not be generated. 
UDFs (.cgm and .prt files) where stored at following address:  
C:\eng_apps\ugnx2\UGII\udf at the computer that was used. 
Computer name: LXA 09001 
UDF names:  Bridge.cgm & Bridge.prt 
  Thicken_sheet.cgm & Thicken_sheet.prt 
For example, when the bracket needed to get a thickness and a UDF where used: 
 
 #Creating a thicken sheet on the body 
  (Child) Create_Thicken_Sheet: { 
   Class, ug_udfs; 
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   Name, "Create_Thicken_Sheet"; 
   Library, "/metric"; 
   Parameters, {{Second_Offset, Sheet_thickness:}}; 
   References, {Body:}; 
    Demandorder; {FACE_BLEND:}; 
  };   
 
The child is called “Create thicken sheet”, the Class is ug_udfs and the UDF is stored in 
the library called “metric” under. The thickness is referred to the “body” and a 
“demandorder” is set to make the thickness after the class “FACE_BLEND”. Using KF, 
the logic can be defined in a .dfa file to use only required features (udfs) for a given 
situation, to create a unique part. 

3.4 coding 
 
To describe the bracket in KF a program was made [Appendix A]. This program was 
saved under H: 
Filename: bracket_geometry_class1.dfa 
The file contains classes, rules and the User Interface. The language is implemented as an 
interpreter. 

3.5 Meshing 
 
Meshing is used when static analyses of the bracket are wanted, such as stress. KBE can 
also be used for simulation studies, such as various sorts of optimization, engineering 
analyses such as Finite Element Analysis (FEA). 
A simple mesh was made in the bracket-wizard (as you can see in the appendix) to 
demonstrate how a mesh works in KF. As an example on how FEA is used, a body can be 
considered which the distribution of an unknown variable such as temperature or 
displacement is required [8]. At first, the actual geometry is divided of the structure by 
using a collection of discrete portions called finite elements and then the elements are 
joined together by shared nodes. These collections of nodes and elements are known as 
the mesh {Figure 1}. After that the part has been divided, equations for each element are 
calculated and then assembled so the system gives a description of the behavior of the 
whole body. 
 

 

 
Figure [8]. 
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4 Discussion 
 
In this thesis, it was planned for FEM calculation but due to lack of time, there was no 
possibility, to mesh the bracket.  
This thesis where meant at first to help the designer to save time designing the horn 
bracket in a way to avoid complete re-design during the change process. Unfortunately 
when this thesis begun Saab decided to outsource the design to a subcontractor. Therefore 
this thesis is more of a guide for Saab for further implementing knowledge fusion in their 
design process. 
 

4.1 The bracket design support 
 
The benefit with the bracket is that when input data changes on the user interface, the 
brackets shape changes immediately to fit the requirements, from the user. This will save 
a lot of designing time. For example, this bracket took less then 5 seconds to update when 
input data was given, but if a designer was to make the same changes it would take up to 
2-3 hours because he may would have to re-design the whole bracket all over again. 
With help from a database it would be possible to get information on which material 
and/or tools that are suited for this project and what the costs would be. 
Through an external database {figure 3}, which holds information about standard parts 
and properties, the designer can receive the necessary information when developing a 
part. KBE is also suitable for the integration of other engineering areas such as non-linear 
finite element analysis (which seldom is provided in commercial CAD software) and 
modal analysis. The current process is mostly based on non-parametric sketching. This 
can lead to unnecessary amount of design cycle-time when the sketch has to be re-
designed every time a changes has to be made. Whereas with the help of knowledge 
fusion a parametric solution can be made and when the input data changes then the sketch 
will change immediately. This leads to that the designer saves a lot of time and new 
scenarios and ideas can be evaluated. 
 

4.2 How use KBE at Saab 
 
Since this was one of the first time Saab implemented Knowledge Fusion they wanted an 
easy part to be sketched.  
The questions that came up in discussion with Saab where whether ordinary designers 
could implement Knowledge Fusion or some kind of a specialist should be brought in. 
The risk with having ordinary designers working with KF would be that they may be to 
narrow minded and they would not see all the possibilities with KF. 
For example the designers could easily stuck in the same behavior instead of looking in 
to new solutions to the problem. The fields where KBE would be best suited are items 
that are constantly recurring, so that in the end it will be a time saving procedure. 
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Examples of areas that KBE can be useful are chassis details, powertrain (gearbox and 
engine gadgets) and other equipments for production because of the recurring details that 
occur. 
 

4.3 The future of design support 
 
To be competitive on the market industries must reduce “time-to-market” and increase 
the quality. In my opinion KBE is a powerful tool to use when it comes to reducing time 
and increasing the quality because it is parametrically designed and that is why I believe 
more and more industries will be dependent on it. 
UGS is developing a technology that is called NX Simulation Process Studio. Process 
studio enables customers and users to easily automate repetitive digital simulation tasks. 
Process Studio combines NX, UGS digital product development solution and Teamcenter. 
Teamcenter is an integrated portfolio of PLM (product lifecycle management) which is 
frequently used at Saab. Through Teamcenter Saab can share information and data with 
GM, suppliers and subcontractors, regardless if the PLM applications are used by the 
different organizations. NX Simulation Process Studio is specifically designed to help 
companies increase the effective use of engineering simulation, enabling better, more 
informed decisions to be made throughout the digital development process [3]. According 
to UGS, Process Studio (As shown in the figure 9) is easier to use than Knowledge 
Fusion and the demands on the user are much less as seen from the “capability” axle, 
where little or no training is needed. 
 

 
Figure 9. Ease of use v.s. capability for UGS design support systems. 
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5 GM activities 
 
Activities within GM increases with time in terms of information and knowledge, where 
Opel and North America already started the implementation of KBE. There are meetings 
every week within GM, which is lead by Jim Demercurio, in order to coordinate activities 
and share experience. The meetings are held through netmeeting and phone conferences 
where progress and new ideas are presented. There is a website within GM where 
employees can share and take part of the information [7]. 
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6 Conclusion 

 
Here are the conclusions from me and my supervisors at Saab. 
 
Mohammed Golkar 
 
To successfully applicate Knowledge Fusion for more complex models in terms of more 
features, an expert is required. The program tends to get complicated when a larger 
component is designed. Creating the user interface is as easy as using it, though it is 
created by simple parameters. Knowledge Fusion is best suited for parts that are 
constantly recurring though it takes a lot of time to program the component. 
 
As mentioned by Thor Quist below, the use of KBE is a big mental step for the users, 
though they are used to their own work methods. I see a future for KBE at Saab, because 
there are components that are frequently recurring, and by implementing KBE, both time 
and money will be saved. Two vital parts for an industry that wants to be competitive on 
the market. 
 

6.1 Saab conclusions 
 
Thomas Svantesson 
 
Saab IT 
This thesis has shown that it is possible to create function with KF and has given us 
experience. Today we need special skills for creating KF function; you need good 
knowledge about programming, because the program tends to become large. 
 
Saab Business 
Types of parts that are well suited for KF are having a common simple shape, that often 
need small modification. By using KF you can have full control when doing a re-design, 
by re-use knowledge from previous design work. We will continue to search for good 
design example, where we can continue to do KF functions. 
 
GM 
KF function are developed and used in GM and there are plans for to continue this during 
2006. 
 
UGS 
The development of the software will continue, to become more easy to use. 
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Thomas Bark 
 
Saab, and GME, are continually searching for methods and tools in order to shorten the 
development lead time and increasing the product quality. One technology we have 
identified as an enabler achiving this is Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE). Via this 
thesis we have got a good “show case” for our user community proving how KBE could 
be used and the potential with the technique.  Next step for us is to identify business areas 
willing to invest in this technique. Potentially we are focusing on chassis design. We have 
learned the importance of having the business actively involved. It cannot be driven from 
an IT point of view it must be the other way around.  
We will also develop the architecture needed for a full implemented KBE environment. 
We will also more actively examine what GM already has done and increase the sharing 
of experiences. 
 
Thor Qvist 
 
For Saab this work has given valuable experiences for a future implementation of NX 
Knowledge Fusion functionality. Some of the more important conclusions are the 
following: 
 

• Going from parametric math modeling to knowledge based engineering seems to 
be a quite significant mental step for people in the Vehicle Engineering business.  

• It is necessary to have achieved a sufficient level of knowledge build-up in the 
area of math parameterization for a successful utilization of Knowledge Fusion. 

• An implementation of Knowledge Fusion in the Vehicle Engineering business 
would require technical expert support. A typical Design Engineer cannot be 
expected to master this functionality on his own. 

• Some functionality that exists in the Modeling application of NX does not exist in 
Knowledge Fusion. 

• Knowledge Fusion should be utilized for components where the need for reuse of 
modeling operation is most frequent. 

• Knowledge Fusion should be utilized for components that have mainly analytic 
shapes, e.g. power train and chassis components. 
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Appendix 
 
A bracket_geometry_class1.dfa 
 
#! UGNX/KF 2.0 
  
DefClass: bracket_geometry_class (ug_base_part);   
 #  
 # FUNCTION: This class creates a solid bracket for use in General Motors 
products. bracket_class instansiates classes for evaluation  
 # of manufacturability (bending), stiffness and vibration. 
 #  
 # CREATED: Marcus Sandberg & Mohammed Golkar, Luleå University of 
Technology, 14 July 2005. 
 # 
 # MODIFICATIONS:  
 #    $Log:  
 #    
 #    , Log   
 #  
  
  
 # --------- Public defined properties -----------------------------  
 # NOTE 1: All Public defined properties are output.  
 # NOTE 2: property-definitions being parameters are Input.  
 #  Coordinate system defined according to Figure 2 in 'Knowlegde Acquisition 
horn bracket.doc'. 
   
# --------- General parameters ------------------------------------  
 
(String Parameter) local_path:;  # This parameter is received from bracket class  
  
# --------- Geometry specific parameters ------------------------------------ 
 # Origin 
 (Point Parameter) Origin: Point(0,0,0); 
 
 # X-axis vector. 
 (Vector Parameter) x_axis: vector(1,0,0); 
 # Y-axis vector. 
 (Vector Parameter) y_axis: vector(0,1,0); 
 # Z-axis vector 
 (Vector Parameter) z_axis: vector(0,0,1); 
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(Number Parameter modifiable) Hole_distance: 6; 
 
 (Number Parameter modifiable) Block_Y_direction: 6; 
 (Number Parameter modifiable) Block_width: 5; 
 (Number Parameter modifiable) Sheet_thickness: 1.0; 
  
 (Number Parameter modifiable) l_red_line_1: 35.0; 
 (Number Parameter modifiable) l_red_line_2: 18.0; 
 (Number Parameter modifiable) l_red_line_3: 54.0; 
 (Number Parameter modifiable) Lengt_second_bending_line: 30; 
 
 (Number Parameter modifiable) l_bending_line_1: 
((l_red_line_2:)^2+(l_red_line_3:-l_red_line_1:)^2)^0.5; #Redundant? 
 (Number Parameter modifiable) l_blue_line: l_red_line_3:; 
 (Number Parameter modifiable) bar_thickness: 1.0; 
  
 (Number Parameter Modifiable) Hole_Diameter_1: 3; 
 (Number Parameter Modifiable) Hole_Diameter_2: 3; 
 
 
 (Point) Start_point_hobb_line_1:  Origin: + (l_red_line_2:/2)*x_axis: + 
15*Y_axis:; 
 (List) Find_cable_edge_1: ug_feature_askEdgeClosestToPoint(SWEPT:, 
Start_point_hobb_line_1:); 
 
 (Point) Start_point_hobb_line_2: ug_curve_askEndPoint(brown_line_1:)-
l_red_line_2:/2*x_axis:-15*unitize(brown_line_1:end_point:-brown_line_1:start_point:); 
 (List) Find_cable_edge_2: ug_feature_askEdgeClosestToPoint(SWEPT:, 
Start_point_hobb_line_2:); 
  
 
 (List) Find_cable_edge_3: ug_feature_askEdgeClosestToPoint(Emboss:, 
Start_point_hobb_line_1:); 
 
  
 #Toggle to create mesh 
 (Integer Parameter Modifiable) Create_Mesh: 0; 
 
 
 # Interface parameters to manage the appearance of the interface 
 
 (String Parameter) Interface_Picture: "H:\KF\bracket 
wizard\geometry\Interface_Picture\model.bmp"; 
 (Integer Parameter) CTOL_1: 10; 
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 #Controlling the width of the bracket 
  (Number Parameter Modifiable) l_red_line_2: 18; 
  (Number) l_red_line_2_Max: 20; 
  (Number) l_red_line_2_Min: 15; 
 
 #Controlling the length if the bracket 
  (Number Parameter Modifiable) Lengt_second_bending_line: 30; 
  (Number) Lengt_second_bending_line_Max: 33; 
  (Number) Lengt_second_bending_line_Min: 21; 
 
 #Controlling the thickness of the bracket 
   (Number Parameter Modifiable) Sheet_thickness: 1; 
  (Number) Sheet_thickness_Max: 2; 
  (Number) Sheet_thickness_Min: 0.5; 
 
 
 #Controlling the hole on the top surface 
   (Number Parameter Modifiable) Hole_Diameter_1: 3; 
  (Number) Hole_Diameter_1_Max: 4; 
  (Number) Hole_Diameter_1_Min: 1; 
 
 
 #Controlling the hole on the top surface 
   (Number Parameter Modifiable) Hole_Diameter_2: 3; 
  (Number) Hole_Diameter_2_Max: 4; 
  (Number) Hole_Diameter_2_Min: 1; 
 
 
 
 
 # --------- Children ---------------------------------------------- 
 # Colour definitions (for example red line) are found in 'Knowlegde Acquisition 
horn bracket.doc' 
 #A line on the Top_surface 
 (child) red_line_1:{ 
  class; ug_line; 
  Start_Point; Point(0,0,0); 
  End_Point;  Point(0,l_red_line_1:,0); 
  layer; 5; 
 };  
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#A line on the Top_surface 
 (child) red_line_2:{ 
  class; ug_line; 
  Start_Point; Point(0,0,0); 
  End_Point; Point(l_red_line_2:,0,0);      
  
  layer; 5; 
 };  
 
 
 #A line on the Top_surface 
 (child) red_line_3:{ 
  class; ug_line; 
  Start_Point; Point(l_red_line_2:,0,0); 
  End_Point; Point(l_red_line_2:,l_red_line_3:,0); 
  layer; 5; 
 };  
 
 
 # A line between the Top_mid blend  
 (child) bending_line_1:{ 
  class; ug_line; 
  Start_Point; Point(0,l_red_line_1:,0); 
  End_Point; Point(l_red_line_2:,l_red_line_3:,0); 
  layer; 5; 
 };  
 
 
 
 #A line on the low_face 
 (child) brown_line_1:{ 
  class; ug_line; 
  Start_Point; Point(l_red_line_2:*2,0,-30); 
  End_Point; Point(l_red_line_2:*1.5,l_red_line_3:+l_blue_line:*2,-15); 
  layer; 5; 
 }; 
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#Extruding the line to create low_face 
 (child) brown_line_1_extruded: { 
  class; ug_extruded; 
  Taper_Angle; 0; 
  Start_Limit; 0; 
  End_Limit;   l_red_line_2:; 
  Direction;   Vector(-1,0,0); 
  Profile;     {brown_line_1:}; 
  Start_Trim;  {}; 
  End_Trim;    {}; 
  
 };    
      
 
 
 
 # Vectors that span the Mid_surface_datum_plane: below. Aslo nomal vector to 
Mid_surface_datum_plane. The difference of two points gives a vector with the direction 
going through origo and the point coordinated in the vector, i.e. x, y, z in v(x,y,x). 
 
 (Parameter Any)msdp_v_a: Position_second_bending_line:-
red_line_3:End_Point:; 
 (Parameter Any)msdp_v_b: red_line_3:End_Point:-red_line_1:End_Point:; 
 (Parameter Any)vector_coord: msdp_v_a:*msdp_v_b:; # Cross product gives 
normal vector 
 
 (Any) Position_second_bending_line: ug_curve_askPointOnCurve 
(brown_line_1:, Lengt_second_bending_line:/l_red_line_3:); 
 
 (child) Mid_Surface_Line: { 
  class; ug_line; 
  Start_Point; Bending_line_1:End_point:; 
  End_Point;   Position_second_bending_line:; 
  layer; 5; 
 };  
 
  # This datum plane lies in the plane of the mid surface (the surface in 
where the two bending lines lies) 
 (child) Mid_surface_datum_plane: { 
  class; ug_datum_plane; 
  Thru_Point; Position_second_bending_line:; 
  Direction;  vector_coord:; 
  Suppress_Children?; FALSE; 
  layer; 5; 
 }; 
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 # Create the second bending line by intersection Mid_surface_datum_plane and 
brown_line_1_extruded 
 (child) second_bending_line: { 
  class; ug_curve_intersection; 
  Set1_References;           {brown_line_1_extruded:}; 
  Set2_References;           {mid_surface_datum_plane:}; 
  #Tolerances;                ug_askModelTolerances(); 
  #Suppress_Children?; FALSE; 
  layer; 5; 
 }; 
 
 
   #One of the lines that creates the mid_surface 
 (child) pink_line_2: { 
  class; ug_line; 
  Start_Point; red_line_1:End_Point:; 
  End_Point;   
ug_curve_askStartPoint(second_bending_line:Output_Curve_0:); 
  DemandOrder; {second_bending_line:Output_Curve_0:}; 
  layer; 5; 
 }; 
 
 
  # Sheet on the mid_face 
 (child) mid_surface_swept: { 
  class; ug_swept; 
  Guide;         {{FORWARD, bending_line_1:},{FORWARD, 
second_bending_line:}}; 
  Section;       {{FORWARD, Mid_Surface_Line:}}; 
  Orientation;   {Orientation_Fixed}; 
  Alignment;      Parameter; 
 }; 
 
  #Sheet on the top_face 
 (child) top_surface_swept: { 
  class; ug_swept; 
  Guide;         {{FORWARD,red_line_2:}, {FORWARD,bending_line_1:}}; 
  Section;       {{FORWARD,red_line_3:}}; 
  Orientation;   {Orientation_Fixed}; 
  Alignment;      Parameter; 
 
 }; 
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# Face blends - ug_face_blend need ug_face features to create blend 
  # List faces 
 (parameter list) top_face_list: ug_feature_askFaces(top_surface_swept:); # 
Returns faces from feature into a list 
 (parameter list) mid_face_list: ug_feature_askFaces(mid_surface_swept:); 
 (parameter list) low_face_list: ug_feature_askFaces(brown_line_1_extruded:); 
 
  # Make ug_faces 
 
 (child) top_face: { 
  class; ug_face; 
  Shaded;       FALSE; 
  U_Grid_Count; 0; 
  V_Grid_Count; 0; 
  References; {first(top_face_list:)}; # 'First' returns first object from list 
 }; 
 
 (child) mid_face: { 
  class; ug_face; 
  Shaded;       FALSE; 
  U_Grid_Count; 0; 
  V_Grid_Count; 0; 
  References; {first(mid_face_list:)};  
 }; 
 
 (child) low_face: { 
  class; ug_face; 
  Shaded;       FALSE; 
  U_Grid_Count; 0; 
  V_Grid_Count; 0; 
  References; {first(low_face_list:)};  
 }; 
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 # The top blend 
 (child) face_blend_top_mid: { 
  class; ug_face_blend; 
  First_Faces;           {top_face:}; 
  First_Direction;       {Face_Normal}; # Indicates wether the blend 
direction (inwards for a solid body) is similar ('Face_Normal') or    
  Second_Faces;          {mid_face:};   # different ('Reverse_Face_Normal') 
to the normal vector of the face. 
  Second_Direction;      {Face_Normal}; 
  Radius;                {4.0}; 
  Include_Tangent_Faces?;FALSE; 
  End_Tangent_Overflow?; TRUE; 
 }; 
 
 # The lower blend 
 (child) face_blend_mid_low: { 
  class; ug_face_blend; 
  First_Faces;           {Mid_face:}; 
  First_Direction;       {Reverse_Face_Normal};  
  Second_Faces;          {low_face:}; 
  Second_Direction;      {Face_Normal}; 
  Radius;                {4.0}; 
  Include_Tangent_Faces?;FALSE; 
  End_Tangent_Overflow?; TRUE; 
 }; 
 
 
 
 
 
  #Line for the hobbing operation at the top_face 
   (child) Hobb_Line_1:{ 
   class; ug_line; 
   Start_Point; Origin: + (l_red_line_2:/2)*x_axis: + 15*Y_axis:;  
   End_Point;   ug_curve_askPointOnCurve (bending_line_1:, 0.5); # 
The parameter value for the line goes bwtween 0 and 1. Where 0 is the start_point of the 
line and 1 is the end_point. 
  layer; 5; 
  }; 
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 #Creating an arc at the Top_surface that connects with Hobb_line_1 
 (child) Arc1: { 
  class; ug_arc; 
  Radius; 3; 
  Start_Angle;   0; 
  End_Angle;   360; 
  Center;      Origin: + (l_red_line_2:/2)*x_axis: + 15*Y_axis:;  
  X_Axis;      Vector(1,0,0); 
  Y_Axis;      -Vector(0,0,1); 
  layer; 5; 
 
 };  
 
  #Line for the hobbing operation at the mid_face 
 (child) Hobb_Line_2: { 
  class; ug_line; 
  Start_Point; ug_curve_askPointOnCurve (bending_line_1:, 0.5 ); 
  End_Point;   ug_curve_askPointOnCurve 
(Second_bending_line:Output_curve_0:, 0.5); 
  layer; 5; 
 }; 
 
 
  #Line for the hobbing operation at the low_face 
 (child) Hobb_Line_3: { 
  class; ug_line; 
  Start_Point; ug_curve_askPointOnCurve 
(Second_bending_line:Output_curve_0:, 0.5); 
  End_Point; ug_curve_askEndPoint(brown_line_1:)-
l_red_line_2:/2*x_axis:-15*unitize(brown_line_1:end_point:-brown_line_1:start_point:); 
  layer; 5; 
 }; 
  
 #Creating an arc at the Low_surface that connects with Hobb_line_3 
 (child) Arc2: { 
  class; ug_arc; 
  Radius; 3; 
  Start_Angle;   0; 
  End_Angle;   360; 
  Center;      ug_curve_askEndPoint(brown_line_1:)-
l_red_line_2:/2*x_axis:-15*unitize(brown_line_1:end_point:-brown_line_1:start_point:); 
  X_Axis;      Vector(1,0,0); 
  Y_Axis;      -Vector(0,0,1); 
  layer; 5; 
 };  
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 #Creating an projection on Hobb_line_1, where we use our UDF-Bridge on 
 (child) Curve_projection_1: { 
  class; ug_curve_projection; 
  References; {Hobb_Line_1:}; 
  Plane_Of_Projection; {top_face:}; 
  Projection_Method; ALONG_FACE_NORMAL; 
  DemandOrder; {Face_Blend_Top_Mid:, Face_Blend_Mid_Low:}; 
 }; 
 (Any) aaabffbf: ug_setAttrValue (Curve_projection_1:Output_curve_0:, "Layer", 
10); 
 
 
  
 
 #Creating an projection on Hobb_line_1, where we use our UDF-Bridge on 
 (child) Curve_projection_2: { 
  class; ug_curve_projection; 
  References; {Hobb_line_2:}; 
  Plane_Of_Projection; {mid_face:}; 
  Projection_Method; ALONG_FACE_NORMAL; 
  DemandOrder; {Curve_projection_1:}; 
 }; 
 
 #Creating an projection on Hobb_line_1, where we use our UDF-Bridge on 
 (child) Curve_projection_3: { 
  class; ug_curve_projection; 
  References; {Hobb_line_3:}; 
  Plane_Of_Projection; {low_face:}; 
  Projection_Method; ALONG_FACE_NORMAL; 
  DemandOrder; {Curve_projection_2:}; 
 }; 
 
 
 
  #Creates a solid body 
 (child) Body: { 
  class; ug_body; 
  Feature; { top_surface_swept:}; 
  Density; {}; 
  lockRuleParameters; {Feature}; 
  layer; 10; 
 
 }; 
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#Connecting  first UDF-bridge, from Curve projection_1 to Curve projection_2 
 (child) Udfs_1: { 
  class; ug_udfs; 
  Name; "Bridge"; 
  Library; "/metric"; 
  Parameters; {}; 
  References; 
{Curve_projection_1:Output_curve_0:,Curve_projection_2:Output_Curve_0:}; 
  usePositioningDialog?; False; 
  targetLayer; 9; 
  DemandOrder; {Curve_projection_1:,Curve_projection_2:}; 
 }; 
 
 #Connecting  second UDF-bridge, from Curve projection_2 to Curve projection_3 
 (child) Udfs_2: { 
  class; ug_udfs; 
  Name; "Bridge"; 
  Library; "/metric";  
  Parameters; {}; 
  References; 
{Curve_projection_2:Output_curve_0:,Curve_projection_3:Output_Curve_0:}; 
  usePositioningDialog?; False; 
  targetLayer; 9; 
  DEmandOrder; {Curve_projection_2:,Curve_projection_3:}; 
 }; 
 
  #joining the hobbline and bridge curves 
  (child) Join_Curves: { 
  class; ug_curve_join; 
  Profile;        {Curve_projection_1:Output_Curve_0:, 
Udfs_1:ug_spline_cntl:,Curve_projection_2:Output_Curve_0:,Udfs_2:ug_spline_cntl:,Cu
rve_projection_3:Output_Curve_0:}; 
  join_method;    Polynomial; 
  join_tolerance; 0.025; 
  DemandOrder; 
{Curve_projection_1:,Udfs_1:,Udfs_2:,Curve_projection_3:Curve_projection_2:}; 
 
 }; 
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  #Creates a Swept around the "Join_curve" 
  (Child) SWEPT: { 
  Class, ug_swept; 
  Guide, {{FORWARD,Join_Curves:Output_Curve_0:}}; 
  Section, {{reverse, Arc1:}}; 
  Spine, {}; 
  Orientation, {Orientation_Fixed}; 
  Scaling, {Scale_Constant, 1}; 
  Alignment, Parameter; 
  Interpolation, None; 
  Tolerances, {0.025, 0.5,0.02}; 
  Operation, Unite; 
  Body_Type, Solid; 
  Target, {}; 
  Suppress?, FALSE; 
 }; 
 
  #Blending the edge of the swept on the Top_surface 
  (child) Edge_blend_1: { 
  class; ug_edge_blend; 
  Edge_Blend_References;         {nth(1,Find_cable_edge_1:)}; 
  Radius;                       2.8; 
  Smooth_Overflow?;             TRUE; 
  Cliff_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
  Notch_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
  DemandOrder; {SWEPT:}; 
 
 }; 
 
  #Blending the edge of the swept on the low_surface 
  (child) Edge_blend_2: { 
  class; ug_edge_blend; 
  Edge_Blend_References;         {nth(1,Find_cable_edge_2:)}; 
  Radius;                       2.8; 
  Smooth_Overflow?;             TRUE; 
  Cliff_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
  Notch_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
  DemandOrder; {SWEPT:, Edge_blend_1:}; 
 }; 
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  # This child is only used to move the body into another layer. 
  (Child) Cut_body: { 
  Class; ug_body; 
  Feature; {Edge_blend_2:}; 
  layer; 10;     
  };  
 
 
  # 
  (child) Udfs_3: { 
  class; ug_udfs; 
  Name; "Extract_Region"; 
  Library; "/metric";  
  Parameters; {}; 
  References; {nth(1,ug_feature_askfaces(Edge_blend_2:))}; 
  usePositioningDialog?; False; 
  targetLayer; 0; 
  DemandOrder; {Swept:,Edge_blend_1:, Edge_blend_2:}; 
 }; 
 
 
 (list) Face_name:  ug_body_askFaces(Udfs_3:Extract_Region:); 
  
   #Blending the edges of the hobb 
  (Child) FACE_BLEND: { 
   Class, ug_face_blend; 
   First_Faces, ug_container_askTangentFaces(Top_face:, {}, 0.5); 
   Second_Faces, ug_container_askTangentFaces(nth(3;Face_name:), {}, 
0.5); 
 
   First_Direction, {Face_Normal}; 
   Second_Direction, {Face_Normal}; 
   Radius, {0.5}; 
   Include_Tangent_Faces?, FALSE; 
   End_Tangent_Overflow?, TRUE; 
   Tolerances, {0.025}; 
  }; 
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  #Creating a thicken sheet on the body 
  (Child) Create_Thicken_Sheet: { 
   Class, ug_udfs; 
   Name, "Create_Thicken_Sheet"; 
   Library, "/metric"; 
   Parameters, {{Second_Offset, Sheet_thickness:}}; 
   References, {Body:}; 
    Demandorder; {FACE_BLEND:}; 
  };   
 
 
 
  #Creating a cylinder on the brackets Top Surface and Low surface 
  (child) Cylinder_1: { 
  class; ug_cylinder; 
  Diameter;  Hole_Diameter_1:; 
  Height;    5; 
  Origin;    Origin: + (l_red_line_2:/2)*x_axis: + Hole_distance:*Y_axis:; 
  Direction; -z_axis:; 
      #Operation; Subtract; 
      #Target;    {Create_Thicken_Sheet:SOLID_Body:)}; 
  }; 
 
  #Cutting out the cylinder_1 
  (child) Boolean_1: { 
  class; ug_boolean; 
  Operation; Subtract; #Unite, Subtract or Intersect 
  Target;    {Create_Thicken_Sheet:SOLID_Body:}; 
  Tool;      {Cylinder_1:}; 
  Retain_Target?; FALSE ; 
  Retain_Tool?; FALSE ; 
  };   
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  #Creating a cylinder on the brackets Top Surface and Low surface 
  (child) Cylinder_2: { 
  class; ug_cylinder; 
  Diameter;  Hole_Diameter_2:; 
  Height;    5; 
  Origin;    ug_curve_askEndPoint(brown_line_1:)-l_red_line_2:/2*x_axis:-
Hole_distance:*unitize(brown_line_1:end_point:-brown_line_1:start_point:)+0.2*z_axis:; 
  Direction; -ug_face_askNormal (Low_face:, 
ug_face_askPointParametersAtPoint (Low_face:, 
ug_curve_askEndPoint(brown_line_1:)-l_red_line_2:/2*x_axis:-
Hole_distance:*unitize(brown_line_1:end_point:-brown_line_1:start_point:))); 
      #Operation; Subtract; 
      #Target;    {Create_Thicken_Sheet:SOLID_Body:)}; 
  }; 
 
  (any) aaa_lowface: ug_face_askNormal (Low_face:, 
ug_face_askPointParametersAtPoint (Low_face:, 
ug_curve_askEndPoint(brown_line_1:)-l_red_line_2:/2*x_axis:-
Hole_distance:*unitize(brown_line_1:end_point:-brown_line_1:start_point:))); 
 
  #Cutting out the cylinder_2, creating an hobb_line 
  (child) Boolean_2: { 
  class; ug_boolean; 
  Operation; Subtract; #Unite, Subtract or Intersect 
  Target;    {Create_Thicken_Sheet:SOLID_Body:}; 
  Tool;      {Cylinder_2:}; 
  Retain_Target?; FALSE ; 
  Retain_Tool?; FALSE ; 
  };   
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   #The flange 
  (child) Block_1: { 
  class; ug_block; 
  Length;    5; 
  Width;     6; 
  Height;    6.5; 
  Origin;    Origin: + (l_red_line_2:/2 - Block_width:/2)*x_axis: -  
Block_Y_direction:*y_axis:  - Sheet_thickness:*z_axis:; 
 
            
#Block_width: ska kontrollera blockets tjocklek i x 
  Operation; Unite; 
  Target;    {}; 
  }; 
 
 
 
  #The flange 
  (child) Block_2: { 
  class; ug_block; 
  Length;    10; 
  Width;     4; 
  Height;    8; 
  Origin;    Origin: + ((l_red_line_2:/2)-5)*x_axis: + ((Block_Y_direction:)-
10)*y_axis:; 
  Operation; Unite; 
  Target;    {}; 
  }; 
 
 
  #Trimming block_1 with block_2  
  (child) Boolean_3: { 
  class; ug_boolean; 
  Operation; Subtract; #Unite, Subtract or Intersect 
  Target;    {Block_1:}; 
  Tool;      {Block_2:}; 
  Retain_Target?; FALSE ; 
  Retain_Tool?; FALSE ; 
  };   
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  #Creating a point on the edge between block_1 & Block_2 
  (point) Blend_flange_1: Origin: + ((l_red_line_2:/2 - 
Block_width:/2)+3)*x_axis: + ((Block_Y_direction:)-10)*y_axis:; 
 
  (child) Point_1: { 
  class; ug_point; 
  Position; Blend_flange_1:; 
 
 }; 
 
  (list) aba: ug_feature_askEdgeClosestToPoint(Boolean_3:, Blend_flange_1:); 
  
 
  (child) Edge_blend_10: { 
  class; ug_edge_blend; 
  Edge_Blend_References;         {nth(1, aba:)}; 
  Radius;                       1; 
  Smooth_Overflow?;             TRUE; 
  Cliff_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
  Notch_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
 };  
 
 
  #Creating a point on the edge between block_1 & Block_2 
  (point) Blend_flange_2: Origin: + ((l_red_line_2:/2 - 
Block_width:/2)+3)*x_axis: -  Block_Y_direction:*y_axis:  - Sheet_thickness:*z_axis:; 
 
  (child) Point_2: { 
  class; ug_point; 
  Position; Blend_flange_2:; 
 
  }; 
 
  (list) abc: ug_feature_askEdgeClosestToPoint(Boolean_3:, Blend_flange_2:); 
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  (child) Edge_blend_11: { 
  class; ug_edge_blend; 
  Edge_Blend_References;         {nth(1, abc:)}; 
  Radius;                       1.5; 
  Smooth_Overflow?;             TRUE; 
  Cliff_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
  Notch_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
 
  };  
 
 #Point on the edge  
 (Point) aaa:  ug_curve_askEndPoint(brown_line_1:)-0.1*z_axis:; 
 (List) aab: 
ug_body_askEdgeClosestToPoint(Create_Thicken_Sheet:SOLID_Body:, Origin:-
0.1*z_axis: + (l_red_line_2:)*x_axis:); 
 
  #Blending one of the edges on the Top_surface 
  (child) Edge_blend_5: { 
  class; ug_edge_blend; 
  Edge_Blend_References;         
{first(ug_body_askEdgeClosestToPoint(Create_Thicken_Sheet:SOLID_Body:, Origin:-
0.1*z_axis:))}; 
  Radius;                       l_red_line_2:/4; 
  Smooth_Overflow?;             TRUE; 
  Cliff_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
  Notch_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
 
  };   
 
  #Blending one of the edges on the Top_surface 
  (child) Edge_blend_6: { 
  class; ug_edge_blend; 
  Edge_Blend_References;         { 
              
first(ug_body_askEdgeClosestToPoint(Create_Thicken_Sheet:SOLID_Body:, Origin:-
0.1*z_axis: + (l_red_line_2:)*x_axis:)) 
            
 }; 
  Radius;                       l_red_line_2:/4; 
  Smooth_Overflow?;             TRUE; 
  Cliff_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
  Notch_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
    DemandOrder; {Edge_blend_5:}; 
  };  
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  #Blending one of the edges on the Low_surface 
  (child) Edge_blend_7: { 
  class; ug_edge_blend; 
  Edge_Blend_References;         { 
            
   first( 
            
    ug_body_askEdgeClosestToPoint( 
            
      Create_Thicken_Sheet:SOLID_Body:,  
            
      ug_curve_askEndPoint(brown_line_1:)-
0.1*z_axis:) 
            
    )  
            
 }; 
  Radius;                       l_red_line_2:/2; 
  Smooth_Overflow?;             TRUE; 
  Cliff_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
  Notch_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
 
  }; 
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#Blending one of the edges on the Low_surface 
  (child) Edge_blend_8: { 
  class; ug_edge_blend; 
  Edge_Blend_References;         { 
            
   first( 
            
    ug_body_askEdgeClosestToPoint( 
            
      Create_Thicken_Sheet:SOLID_Body:,  
            
      ug_curve_askEndPoint(brown_line_1:)-
0.1*z_axis:-(l_red_line_2:)*x_axis:) 
            
    ) 
            
 }; 
  Radius;                       l_red_line_2:/2; 
  Smooth_Overflow?;             TRUE; 
  Cliff_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
  Notch_Overflow?;              TRUE; 
  DemandOrder; {Edge_blend_7:}; 
 
 
  }; 
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#Two classes were used, one to start the scenario partfile and one to execute the analyze 
class 
 
    (String Parameter) part_name: ug_askCurrentWorkPart(); 
 
 
    (Name Parameter) scenario_name: scenario_1; 
    (String Parameter) scenario_name_str: MakeString(scenario_name:); 
     
    #+ 
        Naming the body for use in extracting to a scenario. 
    #- 
    (Number) name_mesh1_body: 
ug_setObjectName(Create_Thicken_Sheet:SOLID_body:, "MESH1_BODY" ); 
     
    (Boolean)  structures_scen: ug_createNewScenario( scenario_name_str:); 
     
 
    #+  
        ug_child_in_scenario creating the structures model 
 See example file ug_cae_example_scenario.dfa for more detail. 
    #- 
    (child) structures_model: 
    {  
        class; if Create_Mesh: = 1 then ug_child_in_scenario 
     else Nulldesign; 
        Target_File_Name; scenario_name_str: ; 
        Parameters; 
        {  
             class; ug_cae_example_scenario;  
             master_name; part_name:   
        }; 
        #+ 
            Make sure that the scenario is created and 
            the the geometry exists in the master model 
        #- 
        DemandOrder; { Create_Thicken_Sheet:SOLID_body:, 
structures_scen:,name_mesh1_body: } ; 
    }; 
 




